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WOOD VENEER

Designed for timelessness, Bento is an elegant
collection that adds a touch of distinction to your
office with its cutting-edge design, wood veneer
finishes and versatile features.

BENTO

04 WOOD VENEER     
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Bento is a versatile collection that blends the traditional with the contemporary to create functional,
aesthetic spaces to suit every organization’s needs.

WOOD VENEER     
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The perfect blend of quality, elegance and modern
design—along with versatile and attractive finishes—
projects a dynamic image, making Filo an ideal collection
for private offices.

F ILO

WOOD VENEER
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Blending style, functionality and versatility
with beautifully matched veneer, FILO delivers an
upscale, sophisticated solution that projects an
image of success.

WOOD VENEER     
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Contempo is a well-designed, contemporary collection
that adapts to the way you work and creates the ideal
environment for optimum decision-making and organizational
growth.

CONTEMPO

WOOD VENEER     
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The perfect combination of elegance and sophistication,
Contempo’s dynamic design incorporates detailed
wood veneers with modern elements—metal and 
glass—to create a unique and stylish line that makes 
your office an enjoyable place to work.
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FREESTANDING

FREESTANDING 

Based on modularity and versatility,
Prime offers sophisticated style without
compromising functionality.

PRIME
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The modular Prime collection offers a wide range of configurations. Ergonomic
surfaces with laminated finishes and matching decorative edges let you create the
optimum, productive work environment.

Prime’s design incorporates organic shapes, dynamic flow, and
a unique aesthetic that provides functionality and comfort.
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Convey your organization’s personality with G-Connect’s wide range of configurations and functionality.
A high capacity for voice, data and power wire management—coupled with laminated finishes or natural
wood veneer in elegant tones—produces modern, functional workspaces.

G-CONNECT

FREESTANDING
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The skillful integration of G-Connect’s technology and functionality with its unique aesthetic results in 
office furniture that transcends trends. A design icon of unmatched character, this collection is ideal for 
today’s distinct work styles.

FREESTANDING
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This collection of simple, straight lines adapts to
any environment, creating warm work areas that 
optimize space.

A perfect combination of steel finishes and 
aesthetic laminates conveys a clean, modern and 
dynamic atmosphere.

KENZA

FREESTANDING
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This collection incorporating simple, straight
lines adapts to any environment, creating
comfortable work areas that optimize space.

Urban’s wire-management capabilities are discretely incorporated into its structure,
resulting in a modern, ergonomic design with a unique style and dynamism ideal
for emphasizing professional development.

URBAN

FREESTANDING
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Cyber’s ergonomic design offers a wide
range of configurations to suit every
user’s needs.

CYBER

FREESTANDING 
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Practical and easy to assemble—with hidden wire-management
capabilities in its sturdy steel structure—the Cyber collection
takes workspace functionality and productivity to new heights.

FREESTANDING 
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Nova is a functional furniture collection made of steel 
for strength and durability in the high-productivity
workplace.     

The functional and durable Concord collection adapts 
to different work environments—ideal for those who 
seek practicality but also demand high performance in 
their daily work.

NOVA CONCORD

FREESTANDING
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CONFERENCE The integration of functionality, elegance, and freshness 
portrays a level of excellence, from an informal meeting 
to the most important decision-making session.
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G-Connect conference tables are the perfect combination of modern design and functionality. 
The strategic integration of technology allows for adapting to new ways of working and the 
development of environments where great projects are created.

CONFERENCE
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TRAINING

IKA

TRAINING

Ika is the answer to the changing needs
of multifunctional areas—with the flexibility
to adapt to myriad purposes, for any
number of users, in just minutes.
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RECEPTION Gebesa’s reception areas let you create modern, 
attractive welcome spaces in a wide range of 
configurations, designs and finishes to meet the 
space-planning needs and match the image of your 
organization.

RECEPTION
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